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SPINDLE MOULDER TT1003T

€6 .700,00 (excl. VAT)

Powerful spindle moulder from the Revolution range of professional woodworking machines. The TT1003T
has a stable, cast iron work table that rests on a sturdy, steel chassis and has a three-phase 400V motor
that delivers 7.5 HP. Equipped with a tilting spindle. With its six speeds, the machine can handle a wide
range of applications. Suitable for standard and heavy duty milling work, routing pins, rebating,... The

speed is easy to set and has a clear digital readout. With the help of our accessories, cutters and
adaptors, the possibilities of this machine are endless. Optionally available with a heavy-duty milling

carriage, pen cap and table and safety guides.

SKU: REFR1003T4
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Powerful spindle moulder from the Revolution range of professional woodworking machines. The TT1003T has a
stable, cast iron work table that rests on a sturdy, steel chassis and has a three-phase 400V motor that delivers

7.5 HP. Equipped with a tilting spindle. With its six speeds, the machine can handle a wide range of
applications. Suitable for standard and heavy duty milling work, routing pins, rebating,... The speed is easy to
set and has a clear digital readout. With the help of our accessories, cutters and adaptors, the possibilities of

this machine are endless.

The TT1003T is equipped with an electronic brake for increased safety while working. The spindle has an
additional blocking system so that you can easily and safely change the milling tool. Equipped with a

connection for dust extraction (Ø 120 mm) at the top and bottom. The 'floating' control panel can always be
placed in the most comfortable position with the help of the movable support. Optionally available with a

heavy-duty milling carriage, pen cap and table and safety guides.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Spindle moulder 50mm
Six speeds with digital readout

Heavy duty milling work
Tiltable spindle

Cast iron work table
Robust design
Electronic rem

Blocking on the spindle
Option: tenoning table and tenoning hood

Option: safety guide

DESCRIPTION

Powerful spindle moulder from the Revolution range of professional woodworking machines. The TT1003T has a
stable, cast iron work table that rests on a sturdy, steel chassis and has a three-phase 400V motor that delivers

7.5 HP. Equipped with a tilting spindle. With its six speeds, the machine can handle a wide range of
applications. Suitable for standard and heavy duty milling work, routing pins, rebating,... The speed is easy to
set and has a clear digital readout. With the help of our accessories, cutters and adaptors, the possibilities of

this machine are endless. The TT1003T is equipped with an electronic brake for increased safety while working.
The spindle has an additional blocking system so that you can easily and safely change the milling tool.
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Equipped with a connection for dust extraction (Ø 120 mm) at the top and bottom. The 'floating' control panel
can always be placed in the most comfortable position with the help of the movable support. Optionally

available with a heavy-duty milling carriage, pen cap and table and safety guides.

No video available for this product!

DOWNLOADS

No download availble.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight 465 kg

Motor 7.5 HP

Voltage 3 x 400V

Shaft diameter 50 mm

No-load speed 3000rpm, 4000rpm, 5000rpm, 6000rpm, 8000rpm, 10000rpm

Table opening 350mm

Max. Ø cutterhead 400mm

Height of groove 100mm

Worktable 1100x900mm

Tilt spindle 0°, 45°


